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The six-cylinder E-class sits smack in the middle of Mercedes ' huge lineup and has until
recently been ignored like a quiet middle child. Back before Mercedes started dropping V-8s
into the mid-size E-class, the six-cylinder E-class was the shining star of the Benz
squad-sportier than the S-class but more accomplished than the C-class and the E before it. In
the E arrived with an inline-six that had horsepower. The last of the Es has horsepower from an
valve V It's hard to imagine going more than 10 years without a significant increase in power,
but the E had to go through two generations with basically the same output. Now, that's neglect.
In the intervening years, seemingly average cars have surpassed the output of the once proud E
So in hopes of keeping its spot on the top of the heap, Mercedes is swapping the old V-6 for the
more powerful valve DOHC 3. Packing horsepower, 47 more than the 3. Mercedes claims the E
lops off 0. The last E we tested in '03 did away with 60 mph in 7. In the E-class the 3. The 3. Bore
and stroke have been increased to bring the displacement to 3. Those valves are actuated by
four cams that benefit from variable timing on the exhaust and intake sides. Torque jumps from
the 3. Making the most of the healthy power band is Mercedes' seven-speed automatic
transmission with the hip-hop friendly name of 7G-Tronic. Initially only available on
eight-cylinder Benzes, the seven-speed will eventually latch onto all Mercedes engines.
Compared with the five-speed, the new transmission has closer ratios as well as a lower first
gear benefiting acceleration and a taller top gear to boost fuel economy. All-wheel-drive, or
4MATIC, versions of the E will soldier on with the five-speed automatic because there is not
enough room for the slightly larger seven-speed and the all-wheel-drive transfer case.
Accelerate at less than wide-open throttle, and it's unlikely you'll notice the seven-speed
transmission busily moving through its numerous cogs. Introduce the pedal to the floor long
enough to force a shift at the rpm redline, and you'll barely see a drop in revs as the
transmission whips from first gear to second. Marry the pedal to the floor, and the E will whisk
you almost inaudibly to a governed Euro velocity of mph. The transplant from the SLK to the
E-class has entirely changed the character of the 3. In the SLK, engine intake and exhaust noise
is always present, although never intrusive; in the E, the intake noise wouldn't qualify as a
whisper, and the exhaust has been similarly emasculated. We understand the subdued nature of
the E is appropriate for a sedan, but we just love the way the SLK sounds, so we were
disappointed that the new engine wasn't allowed to do its Ferrari impersonation. The E-class is
only the second stop on the new engine's tour of the Mercedes lineup. Soon the 3. The E goes
on sale this month as a Although Mercedes was coy about exact pricing, buyers shouldn't
expect to pay much more for the added power and content of the E; the base E's price started a
few dollars south of 50 grand, and the E's should start a few dollars north. The changes are
welcome, and the resulting E is a happier car than the E And that's what every middle child
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time at our discretion. Although its external appearance is largely unchanged, the name is new,
and there are more significant differences between the E and last year's E than an additional
cubic centimeters. Two of the most important components of the Mercedes-Benz Ethe engine
and the transmission--are completely new. Although it produces noticeably more power than
the old engine, there is no real reduction in fuel economy, thanks equally to the new engine's
improved design and the new transmission's seven speeds and sophisticated electronic
controls. The contemporary interior design of the Mercedes-Benz E admits plenty of light for a
spacious feel, and the standard burled-walnut trim with chrome binding provides a touch of
old-world elegance. Darker material on the top of the instrument panel reduces glare. As has
been the Mercedes-Benz standard for many years, the seats are firmly padded for long-term
comfort. They are power-operated by means of iconic switches, a Mercedes-Benz innovation
from long ago. Most controls are well marked and intuitive to use. The Command interface
offers useful buttons for access to the car's functions, but the stereo doesn't read ID3 tag
information from MP3s. Mercedes-Benz's Command system is the interface to the audio
controls, as well as to the navigation and telephone systems if those options are included. It

also displays service information. Its screen is positioned in the middle of the center stack,
where it is protected from glare and can be seen well, even with polarized sunglasses.
Application selections are made from marked hard buttons to its side, with context-sensitive
soft buttons adjacent to the screen controlling functions for each application. Since our test car
was simply equipped, without the navigation system or Mercedes-Benz proprietary cell phone,
Command control was correspondingly simple. CD track selection for a single CD may also be
controlled from the steering wheel, as well as by individual track numbers entered via the phone
keypad. Our only disappointment with this system is that it doesn't display ID3 tag information
from MP3 CDs, forcing us to decipher sometimes esoteric filenames. It can be found by
touching an unmarked button in the center of the controls below the Command screen. Press
that, and the wood-faced panel moves forward and up, exposing the changer. The CD slot is
perilously close to the shift lever in Park, so care must be taken when loading or unloading
discs. The whole unit may also close if a disc is not inserted quickly enough, possibly
damaging the disc in the process. Also, the manual warns that audio CDs with copy protection
may not play. The sound of the system was good, but it's not as nice as the Harman Kardon
Logic7 system that can be had on this car. Our test Mercedes-Benz E may have been short on
electronic goodies, but it definitely delivered in the drivetrain performance and handling
departments. Its namesake 3. It improves upon the previous 3. Where the old 3. Its
variable-valve phasing on both the intake and exhaust cams reduces emissions, as well as
increases fuel economy and power output. Tumble flaps in the intake passages and dual-stage
intake manifolds further improve efficiency and give it pound-feet of torque between 2,rpm and
5,rpm, a broad, flat torque curve. Horsepower is rated at at 6,rpm. The E uses a
console-mounted shifter for its seven-speed automatic, unlike the tree-mounted stick on the ML
Mercedes-Benz's newest innovation, its 7G-Tronic transmission, uses seven gears, more than
most contemporary cars' five- or six-speed automatics. Individual gear ratios are spaced closer
together for more seamless performance, while the overall gear-ratio spread is wider, for
improvements in acceleration from lower low gears and highway fuel economy from higher high
gears. That said, EPA-rated fuel economy is only 19mpg in the city but a more acceptable
27mpg on the highway. Sophisticated computer-control algorithms with adaptive logic learn
each driver's driving style and adjust shifts accordingly, but the transmission can also be
manually shifted for maximum driver control and enjoyment. It's as close to a continuously
variable transmission CVT as is possible, with discrete gear ratios. There are two automatic
shift modes, Standard and Comfort, the latter of which shifts more gently and at lower engine
speeds, plus is more appropriate for winter driving. Unlike with the ML, the Mercedes-Benz E's
gearshift is controlled by a regular console-mounted shift lever. The combination of the 3.
Acceleration is brisk, with 0 to 60 reported by the factory to be less than 7 seconds. With the
accelerator anywhere near to the floor, the car takes off at a great rate and holds gears until
redline. We couldn't find any real advantage to manual shifting. When descending grades, the
transmission chooses lower gears, letting engine braking slow the car. Only during spirited
sports-type driving did manual shifting improve performance--however, not by much. At that
time, too, the suspen
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sion calibration showed its true mettle. Our test car had the standard tuning of its four-link
front, five-link rear suspension, not the optional sports tuning. This provided the smooth,
comfortable ride expected of a luxury sedan. But when asked to perform, it did well. The
steering is weighted nearly perfectly, plus it's neither too light for control nor too heavy for
comfort. As expected of a Mercedes-Benz, the E has a full complement of active and passive
safety features. The unibody structure surrounds the passenger cabin with a strong safety
cage, and front and rear crumple zones further protect occupants. Good handling, strong
four-wheel antilock disc brakes with electrohydraulic operation, traction control, and the ESP
electronic stability system help with active safety. In the event of an emergency, the Tele Aid
system can provide assistance. Pricing Unavailable. Get Price. Cabin tech 8. Performance tech
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